Review of current guidelines for recurrent pregnancy loss: new strategies for optimal evaluation of women who may be superfertile.
The current evidence-based guidelines for the evaluation of recurrent pregnancy loss recommended by the American Society for Reproductive Medicine and by the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology are compared and contrasted in this review. The clinical use of either of these guidelines will result in a probable diagnosis for only half of the affected patients. New strategies for a full evaluation of recurrent pregnancy loss incorporating 24- chromosome microarary on the products of conception offer more explanations for patients and caregivers. This new algorithm should decrease the use of empiric, unproven treatments. Combining the results of genetic testing on the miscarriage tissue with the conventional diagnostic tests has made it possible to explain the etiology of pregnancy loss in more than 90% of the cases. This cost-saving strategy can decrease the emotional distress and frustration for both couples and physicians when it comes to management of recurrent pregnancy loss.